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Augmented Reality for Planning & Urban Design

Layar is an Augmented Reality (AR) platform that allows developers to create 3D
objects and place them at specific coordinates, and allows users to experience a
virtual environment using a viewer in their smart phones. Specifically, the
developer models and textures a building or development in 3D modeling
software and then uploads that model onto a server with the specific geo-location.
The user then physically goes to the place where the building or development was
going to be and actually see the proposed action as an overlay on the image
produced using the camera of the user’s smart phone.
The theoretical value of such an application is huge. We (GMJ&A) have blogged
about it here: http://www.georgejanes.com/blog/?p=93 and it has been called the
“next big thing” in planning and urban design. This memo is a report on my
investigation of the technology, its uses and limitations in our field, specifically,
how visualizations and photosimulations are currently performed and how this
technology adds or detracts from that process.

Summary of findings
Existing augmented reality outputs are not yet ready for most rigorous planning
and urban design applications. They should not be used for the visualization of
proposed projects as their accuracy is not very good. Because of this lack of
accuracy, viewers may be mistaken on where the project is actually proposed,
from where it would be visible or how it may appear. AR does have applications
in gaming, tourism, entertainment, and social networking, and some more general
planning and urban design purposes, the geo-locating and speed of standard AR
devices means it cannot be used as a replacement technology for verifiable
simulations.

The Detail
The testing
We started with the hypothesis that AR tools could be used to replace the realtime simulation, photosimulation, or both. If AR technologies for standard AR
devices were good enough, then an AR-simulation technique would allow users to
experience a proposed action instead of viewing a static photosimulation, or even
watching an animated real-time simulation.
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Near Range (suburban)
I initially placed a series of apartment houses to see how the AR would work at a
distance that was directly across the street from my office. (To see the full video
go here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1ScMNcBl3E)

There is an odd "jumpiness" to the application. While at times the 3D Models are
somewhat stable, there are other times where the 3D models jump a few feet
either left, right, up, or down.
Near Range (Urban)
After field testing for close range suburban, I placed a 3D model of a
condominium on the corner of a downtown block, to test how this would feel in
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an urban environment. What I found was that the placing the object
geographically is slightly off when it comes to syncing that up with the phone
itself. I had realized that in the prior test, but I had the opportunity to make
changes on my desktop with high-speed internet available, then turn by body and
check the AR within seconds.
After placing my model on the downtown block, I went downtown and found that
the building was showing up in the intersection, about 40 - 50 feet off from where
I placed it.
I logged into the server using my phone's web browser, in order to slightly change
the location, however I found that the interface for the service I was using
(Hoppala) to place my 3D models was not very user friendly on a mobile device.
Neither my Android nor my Apple device were able to navigate to the portion of
the interface where I could alter the elevation of the condo. I could actually move
the placement on the map slightly, however due to the data speed, and the way the
webpage was showing on my phone, it was very difficult to move it precisely.
Later, I brought a laptop to a downtown venue that provided Wi-Fi, and tried to
place it directly across the street from my seat. While inside the venue, I noticed
that my phone was placing me geographically about a block away from where I
actually was, so my method was to give my condo the proper coordinates, then go
outside and use my phone to test the AR.
After placing the building at what I thought was a great location, I decided to
walk down the block a bit to see how it looked from further away. Unfortunately,
after walking a few lots away and checking to see how the AR was, my condo had
jumped about 20 feet away from where it had been previously. Moments later, it
jumped back, and then continued to do so a few more times.
My conclusion from this exercise, even though I couldn't accurately place the
model, was that in an urban environment, where buildings are right next to each
other, and the sidewalks and streets meet up with the buildings with very little
leeway, such as large front yards, the accuracy has to be very high in order to
achieve a very good simulation. Any "jumping" will detract from the simulation
significantly, since even a five foot jump could cause a building to appear in the
sidewalk, or even the road.
Medium Range (suburban)
I next modeled a four story structure to replace a 2-3 story structure, and
photographed it at varying distances, from close to medium ranges. The
following are some reality/AR pairs of photos. They don't sync up exactly, since
the "reality" photos were taken with the phone's camera, while the AR versions
were screenshots from the Layar application. Additionally, I didn't have a tripod,
so had to go back and forth between the applications, and may not have aligned
them very accurately.
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The model here was created using an aerial image from Google Earth as an
underlay, and the texture consists of only windows, only because I didn't want to
spend the extra time creating and UV unwrapping the doors and other styles of
windows. The concept is that I created a four-story structure in place of a 2-3
story structure.
Once again, in this case, placing the building using the software is not 100%
accurate, and so in this case, the 3D model is slightly off, and so I would have to
go bring a laptop with Wi-Fi out to the field to accurately place the model.

This next image (above) shows a portion of the model floating in the air, but that
is more than likely due to the fact that I got the terrain data from Google Earth,
which may not have been as accurate as the real data. If this were to be used for a
high quality simulation, terrain data from an accurate survey would have to be
used.
Additionally, the jumping is increasing the further I get from the 3D model I
placed, so it jumps up and down somewhat as well.
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The image above just shows some of the inaccuracy the further from the model
we get.
Medium to Far Range (rural)
Lastly, I placed the same four-story structure on a lake in a rural setting to see
how AR performed at further distances.

In the image above, I am standing uphill, looking downward. In the background,
the last bit of green we see is the top of a hill, which then slopes downward
towards a lake. I had placed the 3D model to be on top of the lake, and included a
flat plane so that I wouldn't see the water. When I created the model (and the
plane) I didn't take into account that the hill in the background should actually be
blocking some visibility to the site, however because Layar and other AR
applications draw an overlay, the AR simulation doesn't really make much sense.
Additionally, we lose sight of the road and the trees in the mid-ground.
From this scenario, we can see that in these cases, it might be necessary to
actually model the portion of the terrain that would block visibility to the 3D
model.
What I also noticed during this portion of my investigation was that from far
away, my model "jumped" more, which means that the model is actually more
accurate the closer one views it.
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Here are images from two videos for this segment of my investigation, the first set
from close range, the second set from far range, each showing a one-second
duration:

Close range; video can be seen here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NyLImrpWrwk

Far range; video can be seen here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=luTfzJ7rIkY
In the above images, while looking at the viewfinder of the smart phone, take note
of the trees as compared to the location of the 3D Model, and you can see how
much more inaccurate the far range AR is.
Findings
Forgetting the non-trivial usability issues, which can render your AR completely
useless—we never did get a high enough viewer accuracy to see anything in our
Manhattan tests, for instance—I’ve found that there are still major usability issues
when using AR in planning and design. Despite all the many videos, websites
and tutorials showing how amazing AR is when combining it with architecture, I
believe it is only useful for two broad categories: voyeur and internal.
In the voyeur category, I would include tourists or enthusiasts. For instance,
architects could create highly experimental virtual buildings throughout the city
and then experience those buildings through AR. In the internal category, I
include planner, designers, architects or engineers working on actual projects,
using Layar internally for site visits.
For the most part, however, we use visual simulations for a third category: to
demonstrate how a proposed project will actually appear, so that people can
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understand how development will affect them. Often times, we are presenting
sensitive data within an emotional or even volatile atmosphere, and so the data we
present MUST be reliable and accurate.
People within the voyeur category don't necessarily have a stake in the
construction of a project, and so the accuracy isn't necessarily important. Simply,
if the experimental building was seen in the middle of the street, the point is still
being made to the voyeur and doesn’t dramatically affect the enjoyment or utility
of AR for that purpose.
AR might have utility for designers and engineers so that they can see a draft of
their own project in place on the development site. The differences in positioning
or jumpiness should not be important, since the professional already knows the
project. Even if a designer shows this AR to a client, the client would more than
likely accept slight inaccuracies because of he or she is already very close to the
project to begin with.
But if you push out a proposed project to the public, or a citizen planning board,
using AR there would be serious concerns. In fact, I can imagine more harm
being done for a sensitive project when presented as an AR application, as
opposed to presenting highly accurate photosimulations or real-time simulations.
The only way it could be possibly be used in such an environment with this
audience would be by constructing the complete environment of a proposed
project, including ground plane and sky dome, in order for the viewer to walk
through a development in real-time in real dimensions. This would be more
accurate in a sense because there would be no synching of virtual with reality, and
there would be no chance of mismatching a 3D model with reality, it would all be
virtual. This complete virtual environment AR simulation would also solve the
problems experienced when the overlay of the action covers trees or roads or
other objects in the mid-ground or foreground.
So, while AR is fun and does have some practical uses, for the purposes of
presenting data on projects that have actually been proposed in a visually sensitive
area, I would personally recommend against using it, and instead stick to
photosimulations and non AR-based real-time simulations.
As the technologies advance, however, the application of AR for our purposes
may become more viable and so we should remain open to such a possibility.
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